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FROWNING BABE OR BRIGHTENING GLANCE?
Blake and Yeats's Particular Uses of Metaphor

By Daniel Muir

A Thesis Submitted for the Senior English Honors Program
Oberlin College

April 20, 1990

The first significant evidence of Blake's influence on Yeats
was the three volume edition of Blake's works published by
Bernard Quarich and edited by Richard Ellis and W. B. Yeats in
1893.

Within the history of Blakean criticism, the volume is

unique.

It is the product of Ellis and Yeats's occult viewpoints

combined with enthusiastic but imperfect scholarship.

The first

two interpretative volumes of the edition, entitled "The System"
and "The Meaning," include extreme restatements of other
nineteenth-century interpretations, as well as several disposable
ideas that reveal more about the editors' viewpoints than Blake's
own.

Among the most outlandish is their claim that Blake

actually was Irish, an interpretation based more on Yeats'
nationalism than external evidence.

The third volume, entitled

"The Works," takes great liberties with the Blakean text,
rewriting and "improving" substantial sections of Blake's corpus.
On the other hand, the Quarich edition was the first widely
printed anthology that included exact reproductions of the entire
plates to several longer poems in addition to the text, as they
had originally been published.
The complete result is often a disappointingly imperfect
document.

A general appraisal by Frye sums up the modern

critical attitude towards the Ellis-Yeats effort.

They

approached the Blakean corpus "from the wrong side of Blavatsky:"
The result of their labors of four years is an
over-schematized commentary full of false
symmetries, which, itself more difficult to
understand than Blake, is still further
confused by centrifugal expositions of Boehme
and Swedenborg(12).
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Whitaker makes a general comment about The Vision that
illuminates Yeats's edition of Blake as well:
We should keep firmly in mind that he was no
historian but a poet. He was not, in the
academic sense, a disciplined thinker ... Yeats
was skilled at finding what he wished to find;
and he often oversimplified and distorted the
thought of others, moulding it to resemble his
own(15) .
Yeats tended to recreate Blake in the mirror of his emerging
poetics.

Interspersed throughout the many interpretive

difficulties of the document however are several luminous
insights, showing how closely Yeats's early poetic sensibilities
dovetailed with Blake's own.
Of primary concern among these insights is Yeats's awareness
that Blake constantly is writing about the largely uncharted
landscape of the human psyche.

Blake's Nature in the Ellis-Yeats

edition is "merely a name for one form of mental existence" (1:
xii).l
states.

History is a complex cyclical progression of mental
Reality itself is located in perception.

This reality,

which Yeats thought of as essentially obscure or occult,
describes the interplay between inner quantities that could not
then be directly and simply expressed(Ellis and Yeats 1: 237).
As a poet attempting to describe this subjective and personalized
view of reality in the medium of language, Blake is faced with an
expressive paradox.

He overcomes it by grounding his direct

perceptual experience of reality through a particular metaphoric
system of his own devising.
Yet before we can examine that system in detail, we require
a firm theoretical grounding.
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As described by Lakoff and Turner,

metaphor generally is a profoundly conventional comparison
between two aspects of our understanding:
Aspects of one concept, the target, are
understood in terms of nonmetaphoric aspects
of another concept, the source. A metaphor
with the name A is B is a mapping of part of
the structure of our knowledge of source
domain B onto target domain A(59) .
The general precept becomes clearer with a specific example.

We

can assign the conceptual domain of "Ideas" to A and the domain
of "food" to B.

Note that the resulting statement "Ideas are

Food" is a relatively bizarre assertion until we note how deeply
the metaphor is ingrained in our language:
What he said left a bad taste in my mouth.
All this paper has in it are raw facts, halfbaked ideas, and warmed over theories. There
are too many facts here for me to digest them
all. I just can't swallow that claim. That
argument smells fishy. Let me stew over that
for a while ... That's food for thought ... We
don't need to spoon-feed our students(Lakoff
and Johnson 46).
Expressions like the above are close to the stuff of language.
They act not as metaphors, but as simple words, signaling a
specific situation or relationship to reality.

The assertion

"Ideas are food" is a more genuine comparison between two
conceptual domains, because that summarizing statement has not
been dulled by excessive use.

The distinction blurs between the

symbolic nature of metaphor and the symbolic nature of language
as a medium linking reality and expression through arbitrary
signs.

Lakoff's hackneyed examples and highly original

comparisons from Blake's poetry both can be termed "metaphor,"
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but the two are clearly dissimilar.

Must we distinguish between

them, and if so, how?
One way of resolving the problem is by using Jurij Lotman's
conception of art as an artificial language grafted onto the
"natural" language of English:

"Art can be described as a sort

of secondary language, and the work of art as a text in that
language"(IO).

Poetic metaphor, as a specific subset of art

closely associated with language, is fruitfully conceived of as a
secondary language modeled after the language that contains it.
We can now make a distinction.

Lakoff's everyday metaphors

through overuse have become part of the "natural" language of
English.

Blake, whose idiosyncrasy remains striking even today,

employs what Lotman calls a "secondary modeling system" to
symbolically represent his reality.

Lakoff's metaphors through

their simplicity allow us to unpack the fundamental features of
Blake and Yeats's more complex metaphoric paradigms.
Frye, in "Yeats and the Language of Symbolism," bypasses
Lotman's critical apparatus to order our reading of a Yeats who
has assimilated and recreated Blake's mythology in his own image.
According to Frye, the metaphors of poetry reflect at core the
essential symbolism of language.

I find Frye's analogy useful:

"This set of symbolic conventions differs from a symbolic system,
such as a religion or a metaphysic, in being concerned, not with
a content, but with a mode of apprehension" (I) .
perspective properly focuses our
a vigorous linguistic

~xpression,

attentio~

This critical

on poetic symbolism as

a dynamic, evolving mechanism

instead of a relatively static body of doctrine.
Yeats the poet also understood the tremendous assets of
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indirect expression through poetic metaphor:

"when Shakespeare

compares the mind of the mad Lear to the 'vexed sea,' we are told
at once something more laden with meaning than many pages of
psychology"(Ellis and Yeats 1: 238).

The implicit and complex

relationship between Lear and the sea communicates more than an
explicit, direct observation.

"The materialistic viewpoint,"

according to Yeats, requires concepts that are limited and
understandable.
Combining Frye's crucial perspective with Lakoff's further
insights about poetic metaphor creates a paradigm adequate for
comparing how Blake and Yeats use metaphor.

Lakoff and Turner

use the metaphor "Life is a Journey" to illustrate how metaphors
structure our experience of reality.

If we think of death as the

final destination, then the larger paradigm of a journey
naturally leads us to think of birth as a starting point.

If we

see death as the beginning of another journey then we naturally
wonder what the final destination will be.
specifics without much trouble:

We can fill in

the womb is the beginning

station, the coffin is the end station.

Major events or

situations in life are stops, and the list could go on.

The

point is that the target domain, a journey, creates a paradigm
that orders our experience of the source domain, life.

This

paradigm cannot exist independently of the target domain.
Lakoff and Turner further reveal the explanatory power of
their simplified metaphoric paradigm:
At the most general level, there are optional
components in a schema: a journey mayor may
not have a vehicle, a guide, a companion,
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and so on .... Such options allow us
to enrich the basic metaphorical structure and
derive new understandings of the target
domain(64-5) .

prov~s~ons,

What remains frustrating to the critic concerned with easy
summaries is a powerful component of both Blake and Yeats's
metaphorical paradigms -- the poet has the option of highlighting
some mythological elements over others, depending on how they are
tied to a particular poem's expression.

An important corollary

to this insight is that the language of poetic symbolism is
inextricably linked to the specific language of each poem.

Each

poem's unique language gives it an aesthetic identity separate
from but related to other expressions that have a similar
content.

For example, Milton retells the Genesis myth in

Paradise Lost with direct symbolic and linguistic paraphrasing,
yet Milton and the Bible have distinct aesthetic boundaries, and
substitution of one for the other is not permitted.

Likewise,

any summary of the mythology of Blake or Yeats resists easy
generalization over ths entire scope of the poet's work.
To the extent that we use these metaphorical paradigms
frequently and unconsciously, they act independently of our
conscious control.

The everyday metaphors of "Life is a Year,"

"Life is Fluid in the Body," "Emotional Effect is Physical
Contact," and "Ideas are Plants" require varying degrees of
intellectual legwork to produce examples, yet each intimately
informs the idioms of daily speech.

Compare this to Blake's

theoretical assertion that the "most sublime" poetry is "Allegory
addressed to the intellectual powers while it is altogether
hidden from the corporeal understanding"(emphasis added) (730).
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We apprehend the full impact of Blake's poetic metaphors without
conscious understanding.

We similarly apprehend, and even use,

Lakoff's metaphors without assent or control over them.

Both

classes of metaphor exist as autonomous entities, prowling about
in the subconscious.

We can only drag each to the light of

critical inquiry through conscious effort.

Our interest in

Lakoff's dead metaphor is primarily academic.

Blake's living

metaphor in contrast springs at us with claws bared.
This conception of poetic metaphor adequately explains
Blake's peculiar, successful impact on the close reader.

Damon

describes with an admirably compressed metaphor how Blake is able
to jolt the reader with meaning even before a passage is
completely understood:
The 'Proverbs of Hell' seem to make sense long
before they do. Even in the turbulence and
thunder of his most chaotic passages, a
paragraph or even a single line will flash and
strike like a lightning bolt, illuminating an
entire landscape. It is so powerful because
it has the force of a new universe behind
it (ix) .
In a reality where the universe and its history is a complex
cyclical progression of mental states, art's usefulness is
fundamentally at the moment of understanding, the "spark at
contact" between the text and the reader when a new truth is
internalized.

Yeats, an imperfect commentator at best, had many

errors and misconceptions about Blake.

Unlike his

contemporaries, however, he understood that this spark, the
reader's first step along a predetermined path toward
comprehension, fundamentally does not require a comprehensive
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understanding of the poem.

Our initial, overwhelming flash of

insight allows us through reason to understand other portions of
the Blakean universe.
Having developed a sufficient background for my
investigation, I now propose to compare the languages of Blake as
expressed in "The Mental Traveller" to the languages of Yeats as
expressed in The Tower, particularly, "Among School Children."

"The Mental Traveller"

In a letter to Thomas Butts written on July 6th, 1803, Blake
sketches out the persona of an aloof, inspired, half-mad prophet,
howling in the wilderness and unconcerned with his public.

with

supreme confidence in the future of critical taste, however, he
states that he will:
speak to future generations by a Sublime
Allegory which is now perfectly completed into
a Grand Poem[.] I may praise it since I dare
not pretend to be any other than the Secretary
the Authors are in Eternity ... I do not wish to
irritate by seeming too obstinate in poetic
pursuits But if all the World should set their
faces against This. I have Orders to set my
face like a flint(730).
This has become the dominant biographical image of the poet from
his lifetime to the present.

Blake grafts this persona onto the

speaker of "The Mental Traveller."

His perspective on the action

is possibly unknowable, and certainly remote from our experience.
He is an autonomous, perceptive entity, a personified voice,
speaking from below the surface of the subconscious and creating
a metaphoric world.
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"The Mental Traveller" is written in a deliberately simple
style, with a singsongy iambic rhythm and a short, four-footed
line more clearly reminiscent of the Songs of Innocence and
Experience than the complex fourteener of the longer prophetic
works.

The syntax is direct.

There are no obfuscating

references to Blakean mythological figures, and few words over
three syllables.

All this suggests that Blake was attempting to

write a more accessible poem, one that rejects the poetic persona
of a prophet howling in the wilderness in favor of a "kind of
popular art or higher simplicity"(Bloom 289).

"The Mental

Traveller" retains the mythological power of Blake's longer
prophetic works, amazingly compressed and condensed.
The poem remains a difficult and rewarding work because its
complete meaning remains hidden without deliberate study of
Blake's larger corpus.

Blake seems to be operating on two levels

of meaning simultaneously.

One level seems directed towards the

careful reader who comes to the poem without extensive knowledge
of Blakean mythology.

This reader sees the poem as an autonomous

aesthetic object that necessarily creates its meaning within the
language of the poem.
its own terms.

That language is only worth explicating on

Any references to Blake's more complete

elucidations elsewhere are at best irrelevant and at worst
contrary to the author's wishes.

The second viewpoint assumes

that Blake's rich layering of allusion to different expressions
of his peculiar mythology would be understood.

It creates the

myth that Blake simply retells stories that he has more fully
articulated elsewhere in a more accessible format, and that his
mythological expression is simple
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transfe~ence

from one language

to another.
Yet witnessing the dramatic power of Blake's achievement
with this poem requires the simultaneous apprehension of both
viewpoints by the reader.

What always undergirds the unfolding

drama contained in "The Mental Traveller" is the ever-changing
flux between warring opposites, embodied in language and
expression as well as in the mythological characters and the
world they inhabit.

Blake successfully incarnates the

deliberately obscure world and expression of his longer works
into almost the simplest poetic language possible, a kind of
nursery rhyme.

The result is a symbolically charged fable that

paradoxically encompasses mythological complexity within metrical
simplicity.
A reading of liThe Mental Traveller" that is innocent of the
larger context of Blakean mythology emphasizes in particular the
successive relationships between the two beings in the poem, the
close parallels between different stages of the cycle, the poem's
relationship to a traditional system of western mythology, and
the transformation of landscape as a sensitive barometer of the
status of Blake's mythological world.

I intend to compare this

first interpretation with a reading charged with the power of
Blakean myth.
The previously described tension between readings of the
poem that alternately exclude or make use of the larger world of
Blakean mythology has parallels with the introductory material in
the first few stanzas.

The first stanza(Erdman 483-6)

establishes the relationship between the narrator, the visionary
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world contained within the poem, and the world the reader
inhabits:
I traveld thro' a Land of Men
A Land of Men & Women too,
And heard & saw such dreadful things
As cold Earth wanderers never knew(1-4).
Instead of the ideal, undifferentiated world of Blake's Edenic
eternity, outside the bounds of normal time, the mental traveller
finds a gendered world of difference, in which one of the few
constants is that the two principle figures remain divided in
male and female roles.

The narrator must catch himself: "A Land

of Men and Women too."
Furthermore, within this visionary world a bleakly cyclical
historical progression serves to condense and pressurize our
experience of the everyday.

We cannot know the "dreadful things"

that the mental traveller has seen; in the absence of our direct
experience the narrator must recount his experiences to us.

By

saying that the experience is uncommunicable, the narrator
readies us for his paradoxical attempt to incarnate the
unknowable into a kind of nursery-rhyme.
The second stanza makes a crucial and complex comparison
that I would like to develop later on in order to understand a
reading that makes use of Blakean mythology.

What must concern

us now about the stanza is that it serves as background to
Blake's description of the cycle described in the third stanza,
as well as a transition from the general orientation of the first
to the world depicted in the third.
In the third through sixth stanzas, the ratio of ages
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between the two beings is significant -- if the babe grows older
and the Mother grows younger, then they become husband and wife,
not an older child and a younger mother.

Their fundamental

relationship must change:
And if the Babe is born a Boy
He's given to a Woman Old
Who nails him down upon a rock
Catches his Shrieks in Cups of gold
She binds iron thorns around his head
She pierces both his hands & feet
She cuts his heart out at his side
To make it feel both cold and heat
Her fingers number every Nerve
Just as a Miser counts his gold
She lives upon his shrieks & cries
And She grows young as he grows old(9-20)
The babe is both Prometheus, chained to a rock, and Christ with
his crown of thorns upon the cross.

Each reference is to a God

that voluntarily sacrifices himself to humanity in order to
rejuvenate history, which then rises phoenix-like.

The old woman

has grown into a barren spinster under the stultifying influence
of society's laws and worn-out perspectives.
she begins to grow younger.

Yet miraculously,

She is the bird preying on the

helpless Prometheus, and the soldier piercing Christ's side, as
well as some pagan sun worshipper exposing the living heart to
the elements in sacrifice, an interpretation offered by Yeats.
In a feat of poetic compression, Blake embodies the babe's
instinctual understanding of its suffering in its physical body
using "Nerves."

Similarly, the babe's "cries and shrieks"

concretely embody the articulation of its suffering.

The babe's

cognition and articulation of his suffering are necessary
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conditions that fulfill his sacrificial role.

The Old Woman

parasitically feeds on their physical manifestations.

Her

cruelty is both shocking and forgivable -- these beings seem
increasingly allegorical, and the moral yardsticks we use to
measure actual human behavior seem increasingly irrelevant.
stanzas seven and eight, the third stage in the cycle,
chronicle further incarnations and transformations.

The Old

Woman's parasitic rebirth has restored her own generative
potential, even as the male has more completely incarnated into a
more powerful physical body.

The male, through an act of will,

rends up his chains, to free himself from his former predicament:
Till he becomes a bleeding youth
And she becomes a Virgin bright
Then he rends up his Manacles
And binds her down for his delight
He plants himself in all her Nerves
Just as a Husbandman his mould(21-26)
His newly active, willful persona
passivity.

is contrasted with her

He forcefully and cruelly gives vent to his desire by

impregnating her, a turnabout of sorts.

still bleeding from her

puncturing, draining influence, he violates her with his
generative potential.
once his.

Her virginal blood, paradoxically, was

He plants his seed in the nerves she collected from

him.
Lines 27-8 witness the most difficult transition yet for the
reader unfamiliar with the more bizarre physical transformations
found in Blake's poems:

"And She becomes his dwelling place /

And Garden fruitful seventy fold."

The Virgin, the passive

female raped by a newly incarnated God in order to revitalize
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history(cf. Yeats's Leda) , becomes or is compared to inanimate
objects.

She is a fully incarnated and commonplace receptacle, a

"dwelling place," and a "garden fruitful," a passive and benign
physical manifestation.

Blake transforms the direct and cruel

sexuality forced upon the woman into a vegetative sexuality, a
fertile, productive garden.
The eighth stanza begins to focus on the aged man to the
extent that the woman is not mentioned un"til she springs reborn
from the hearth's fire.

Gems are the controlling image in this

section, because they are the hardened, fully incarnated
representations of repressed sexual desire.

In line 33, the

speaker pulls back from a direct discussion of the principal
protagonists' actions:
And
The
The
The

these are the gems of the Human Soul
rubies & pearls of a lovesick eye
countless gold of the akeing heart
martyrs groan & the lovers sigh(33-36)

The male in his youth had sexual vitality in abundance.

The aged

man must now collect and feed on the vitality of others, like the
barren old woman, yet he does not seem as direct and parasitic as
she.

Although the old man must eat the gems, he "feeds the

Beggar & the Poor" -- even though "His grief is their eternal
joy."

Blake transforms the youth's helpless suffering into the

old man's pain, which results from his altruism.

The old woman's

miserly hoarding of the babe's "shrieks and cries" contrasts with
the old man's generosity.
Interestingly, the speaker associates himself with the
recipients of the old man's hospitality:
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He feeds the Beggar & the Poor
And the way faring Traveller
Forever open is his door(38-40)

The speaker is a small unimportant figure on the periphery of the
action.

He has a unique perspective as a somewhat objective

observer of events.
In line 43, the being that was previously the old woman and
the garden springs reborn into youth and vitality from a symbol
of her former domestic passivity, the hearth:
Till from the fire on the hearth
A little Female Babe does spring
And she is all of solid fire
And gems & gold that none his hand
Dares stretch to touch her Baby form
Or wrap her in his swaddling-band(43-48)
Her rebirth although unexpected, seems curiously cyclical and
continuous, the natural result of the processes already
established.

For the first time we can see two cycles working

simultaneously.

As the male babe grows older, the female becomes

younger -- with the advent of the female babe, the dynamic is
reversed.
The babe, a personified image of the untouchable in nature,
appears full blown in the midst of the homey good will of the
aged man.

Blake deliberately uses the image of solid fire to

graphically reinforce her intrinsic infathomability.

The fire

burns with the unchained energy of sexual desire, stored in the
delusory gems and gold that the aged man had industriously
collected.

She, like the brightly burning tyger, is dangerous
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and powerful, a youthful image of the Other, shining with
mystery.

The speaker cannot complete the Christmas tableau by

wrapping the baby in swaddling cloths.

The female babe thus

becomes an antithesis to the Christ-like suffering of the male
babe at the hands of the old woman.
In the next line, the babe miraculously becomes a young
maiden:

"But She comes to the Man she loves"(49).

She

immediately rejects the aged, distanced father figure for a
sexual union with an undefined other.

He in response becomes an

"oft blind & age-bent sore distrest" man, newly homeless and
weeping for the lost sexual vitality of his youth.

He must bond

sexually with the maiden, just as the old woman catches the male
babe's shrieks.

Each, when old, must receive the transforming

power of the young in order to become young themselves.

The

male's action however, expresses frustrated sexual desires

the

female fulfills a fundamentally passive role, receiving at all
times.
When he returns, the setting mutates from a safely bounded
domestic scene to a barren wasteland:
And
The
The
The

to allay his freezing Age
Poor Man takes her in his arms
Cottage fades before his Sight
Garden & its lovely Charms

The
For
The
And

Guests are scatterd thro' the land
the Eye altering alters all
Senses roll themselves in fear
the flat Earth becomes a Ball

The Stars Sun Moon all shrink away
A desart vast without a bound
And nothing left to eat or drink
And a dark desart all around(57-68)
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Blake uses landscape here as a sensitive measure of the old man's
perception, suggesting that the visionary setting for "The Mental
Traveller," the "Land of Men," is fundamentally the sum of
several different perceptions.

In this case the "desart" is

filtered through the viewpoints of the old man, the mental
traveller, and Blake in that order.

The previous picturesque

tableau of the domestic cottage and garden, intimately associated
with the passive feminine as seen by a middle-aged male, gives
way to a world from the perspective of an old man.

Devoid of

vegetation or even light, this new world seems incapable of
generative possibility.

It results from a man bereft of a

fulfilling emotional life seeking self-esteem through a complete
union with a seductive but yet fundamentally separate being.

Not

surprisingly, there is nothing to eat -- recall that the only
food mentioned so far have been gems and gold, which consist of
the frustrated sexual passions of others.

Upon digestion, these

gems release their energy to be absorbed by the eater.
However, the food suggested by female sensuality in the
following passage becomes associated with an increasingly
immature form of sexual gratification:
The honey of her Infant lips
The bread & wine of her sweet smile
The wild game of her roving eye
Does him to Infancy beguile
For as he eats & drinks he grows
Younger & younger every day(69-74)
Now the young and comely but ever-receding female funnels sexual
vitality to the pursuing male, in a cyclical reverse of the
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original model.

Accompanying this dynamic are the expected

transformations from youth to age and age to youth.

What is

unexpected, however, is the change in the landscape:
Like the wild stag she flees away
Her fear plants many a thicket wild
While he pursues her night & day
By various arts of Love beguiled
By various arts of Love & Hate
Till the wide des art planted oer
with Labyrinths of wayward Love
Where roams the Lion Wolf & Boar(77-84)
As the male becomes younger, the desert here is transformed into
a dangerous maze of adolescent sexual

for~play

and

experimentation between the sexes.
with line 85, Blake's two complementary cycles of male and
female development have come full circle.
beginning point again.

We are at the

But this is the only section of the poem

that seems strangely discontinuous.

The landscape once again is

capable of supporting life because it exudes sexual vitality.
The pastoral domesticity that had previously reached its cyclical
zenith with the cottage and garden is being laboriously
recreated:

Till he becomes a wayward Babe
And she a weeping Woman Old
Then many a Lover wanders here
The Sun & Stars are nearer rolld
The trees bring forth sweet Extacy
To all who in the desart roam
Till many a City there is Built
And many a pleasant Shepards home(85-92)
Here Blake the optimist seems to be offering us a respite from
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the dull, recurring, depressing rounds that comprise earthly
existence, perhaps even a way out.

The landscape disassociates

itself from the male perception -- the stars and sun return, and
the speaker again begins to mention the "guests" who had been
scattered.
Almost accidentally, the comparatively idyllic vision of a
world rebuilding itself is shattered by the reappearance of the
male babe, in a newly dangerous and terrifying form:
But when they find the frowning Babe
Terror strikes thro the region wide
They cry the Babe the Babe is Born
And flee away on Every side
For who dare touch that frowning form
His arm is witherd to its root
Lions Boars Wolves all howling flee
And every Tree does shed its fruit(93-100)
The birth of the male babe heralds a new phase in the cycle and
reestablishes continuity.

Blake repeatedly uses "frowning" to

describe him, emphasizing his unnaturally antagonistic
relationship to his new reality.

As they successively come in

contact with the babe, an arm withers "to its root," dangerous
animals flee, and the vegetative world begins to die.
From the withered tree, we move to a barren rock, where the
babe is chained.

He will soon impart his vitality to the old

woman and the landscape once again:
And none can touch that frowning form
Except it be a Woman Old
She nails him down upon the Rock
And all is done as I have told(lOl-4)
The last line dismisses the reader with a simple finality that is
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consistent with the nursery-rhyme simplicity of the entire poem.
The speaker ends in mid cycle, more to avoid redundancy than
because this is a good place to stop.

The history of Blake's

mythological world, like an eight-track tape player, endlessly
repeats.
At this point we can more fully understand the enigmatic
second stanza, which in part summarizes the later stages of the
cycle, the stages just discussed.

Blake's male babe is "begotten

in dire woe," referring to the period of infantile sexual
expression through gratification that occurs as the beings
"Wander in terror & dismay" through a wasted landscape.

The babe

also is "begotten in joy," referring to the newly regenerated
landscape able to sustain civilization:
For there the Babe is born in joy
That was begotten in dire woe
Just as we reap in joy the fruit
Which we in bitter tears did sow(5-S)
The third line in the stanza suggests, based on a reading
innocent of Blakean mythology, that the trees which exude sweet
extasy can be harvested "in joy."

The fourth line refers to the

barren wilderness in which the male grew younger chasing the
sexual vitality of the aging female.

The stanza reveals itself

as a complex metaphor that neatly relates the actions of the
beings, the successive transformations of the landscape and the
inevitable interconnectedness of the cyclical phases.

What once

appeared unintelligible without the necessary background now
becomes a crucial passage.
The second stanza acts as a window through which we can see
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Blake drawing on a central element of his mythology.

The poem

draws from the so-called arc cycle, articulated most completely
in The Four Zoas.

Born from repressed sexual desire, a powerful

babe named arc represents the spirit of revolution translated
into action.

He can be a revolutionary political movement, an

idea or a host of other associated possibilities.

Linked closely

to Blake's analysis of the French and American revolutions, arc
as a babe brings about a dangerous, apocalyptic shift in
political perception or consciousness.
Compare the birth of the babe at the end of "The Mental
Traveller" with a passage from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell's
"Song of Liberty:"
1. The Eternal Female groand! it was heard over all the
Earth:
2. Albions coast is sick silent; the American meadows
faint!
3. Shadows of Prophecy shiver along by the lakes and the
rivers and mutter across the ocean! France rend
down thy dungeon;
4. Golden Spain burst the barriers of old Rome;
5. Cast thy keys a Rome into the deep down falling, even
to eternity down falling
6. And weep!
7. In her trembling hands she took the new born terror
howling; (Erdman 44)
Although the child is the same, the details do not correspond
exactly.

The setting is more clearly the material world, and the

female bears the child, instead of it simply being found.
Nevertheless, it howls and causes destructive upheavals that
affect entire civilizations.

"The Tyger," in Songs of Innocence

and Experience is in many ways a portrait of arc as well.
Here we can vividly see the power of a generalized
metaphoric paradigm to structure Blake's universe.
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Each

retelling of the Orc myth is different, because each specific
meaning is bound up in the wide variety of languages and media
that Blake employs:
prophetic works.

long and short poems, illuminated poems,

Blake communicates using a specific metaphoric

language within the context of a more general mythic paradigm.
We are enriched by the myriad range of expression Blake employs
across his entire body of work in order to describe the same
event.

As a result, however, Blake makes references in "The

Mental Traveller" that remain slippery, because the allusions
always refer to a symbolic constellation, a complex of
articulated myths retold in different languages in several
different places.
The general outline of Orc's career after his birth has been
adequately summarized by the male being in "The Mental
Traveller."

Each stage is recounted elsewhere in his poems.

Thus in The Four Zoas, the child is physically chained to a rock
but his imagination is free.

In the "Preludium" to America, Orc

reaches sexual potency, breaks his chains, and unites with the
"Shadowy daughter of Urthona," generating the impulse of war.
Eventually he wears himself out, losing potency.

In "The Mental

Traveller," Orc them becomes Urizen, the spirit of convention, a
lawgiver and an architect, an old man who chases after young
women and seeks a domestic existence(Damon).
The most telling reference to Urizen, the phrase "cold Earth
wanderers," is in the first stanza.

Urizen, the fallen southern

Zoa, like Milton's Satan, desired dominion over the eternal
undivided man, Albion.

After a fall from grace, Urizen labors to
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create a palace, which becomes the material world of generation.
Yet the palace also becomes a prison.

Although Urizen is the old

testament God of the material world, he cannot transcend his own
creation.

Adams comments on his plight as Blake relates it in

book six of The Four Zoas:

"Trapped within the shell like a fly

caught in a vase, Urizen stumbles on through a world both
infinite and bounded" (91) .

The oppressive cyclicality of this

world is reflected through the image of a circle.

When extended

into three dimensions, it becomes what Blake calls "the mundane
egg," which on judgement day cracks open to release Urizen and
mankind into eternity.
The female in all her forms serves at all times as a
counterpart or opposite to the male.

Necessary within the "Land

of Men / A Land of Men & Women too," she is called an emanation,
or female part.

She is a catalyst, a reason for the male portion

to act in order to continue the cycle. {Damon 120-2))
Another question must occupy our attention when attempting
to understand a reading charged with Blakean myth.
what landscape do these characters occupy?
the perceptions of the speaker.

What world,

In part it relates to

The last two lines of the second

stanza use "we," implying a guiding, directing force.

In part

this force is the mental traveller, the speaker guiding us
through all of the cycle's intricacies.

But "we" also makes the

jump outside the carefully bounded world of the poem, referring
to the reader.

Our newly reformulated question becomes:

Where

is our world, or any other, located in relationship to the world
bounded wholly by the poem?

Yeats as critic helps us to see that

the material referent to the metaphoric world of "The Mental
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Traveller" is our subconscious.

To arrive at this conclusion,

however, the reader must logically and intuitively grapple with
the text in a complex manner.
Blake closely controls the process of apprehending his
poems' larger meanings in order to familiarize the reader with
his difficult and highly idiosyncratic mythological language.
The rather obtuse Proverbs of Hell in The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell, for example, are more representative of Blake's radically
redefined experience of hell than more systematic poetic
assertions: The Devil chooses the Proverbs as exercises in
translation across cultural boundaries for the reader:
As I was walking among the fires of hell,
delighted with the enjoyments of Genius; which
to Angels look like torment and insanity. I
collected some of their Proverbs: thinking
that as the sayings used in a nation, mark its
character, so the Proverbs of Hell, shew the
nature of Infernal wisdom better than any
description of buildings or garments (38) .
The proverbs require grappling with the relationship between the
philosophical system established in the larger poem and the
traditional set of cultural associations and poetic
preconceptions an innocent reader brings to the poem.

In the

same way, the second stanza of "The Mental Traveller" offers a
window into the world of Blakean mythology by raising the
question of a metaphorical translation across the boundaries of a
reading innocent of the larger Blakean universe.

The poem's

peculiar mythological landscape is located in the rich
interaction between the mythological universe that the poem selfreferentially inscribes and one charged with the larger
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constellations of Blakean myth.
Yeats
Yeats both internalized Blakean myth and translated Blake's
techniques for expressing those myths into the paradigms and
cadences of his own poetry.

However, he often expressed Blake's

romantic vision with a more muted and ambivalent tone.

The small

poem "Fragments" clearly expresses in a microcosm Yeats's
questioning of an essentially Blakean vision. (Yeats, Collected
Poems 214)

The first section summarizes the rise of Western

rationalism through a parody of Eve's creation myth:
Locke sank into a swoon;
The Garden died;
God took the spinning-jenny
out of his side. (1-4)
Locke, as the Adam of the modern age, symbolizes the budding
rationalist impulse that increasingly binds us to systematized
thought, imprisoning us in the phenomenal world.

"The Garden" of

Eden represents an idealized past in which perception was
organically connected to a transcendent world without the need
for excessive intellectual mediation.

The spinning-jenny is

Locke's rationalism incarnated into material technology, even as
Eve is the embodied form of Adam's desire for a mate.

Like

Adam's rib, Yeats's spinning-jenny contains within it the
dangerous potential for a death-like fall from a previously
pristine state.

In a concise image, therefore, Yeats summarizes

centuries of Western intellectual history using specific
components of Blakean myth.

The vision leaps out at the reader
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as a stark, complete whole, with its claws bared.
The second stanza, in an abrupt shift in tone, questions the
first fragment:
Where got I that truth?
Out of a medium's mouth,
Out of nothing it came,
Out of the forest loam,
out of dark night, where lay
The crowns of Nineveh. (5-10)
His ambivalent tone towards Blakean transcendence is clear.

In

questioning the origin of his visionary truth, Yeats questions
its reality outside of his imagination.

In positing four

separate origins, which slowly spiral upward from the ground or a
mouth into the night, Yeats insulates himself from our inevitable
criticism of the initial stanza's incomplete rashness, modifying
the direction of its vision without diminishing its force.
This poem displays Yeats's structural transformation of
Blakean poetics as well.

In the first stanza, Yeats incompletely

but suggestively transposes a Biblical myth into a radically
different frame of reference.

In using the creation myth, Yeats

implicitly rewrites Milton, offering a short, incomplete fragment
concerned more with creating a visionary flash of lightning than
systematically justifying the ways of God to men.

Likewise in

"Marriage," Blake discusses Milton in order to react against him,
revising errors resulting from wrong-headed internal consistency.
The extraordinarily suggestive compression of images in the
first stanza, and the abrupt shift in tone from the first stanza
to the second, recall the structure of Blake's Proverbs.

The

effect on the reader is similar; our ability to interpret the
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images the poet invokes lags far behind our simple ability to
read the words.

What results is a Blakean transformation of

conventional poetic assertions.

Yet Yeats puts a self-critical

frame around his exercise, as Blake does not.

The poem's title,

"Fragments," judgmentally notes that the poem's structure does
not conform to standard poetic expectations of form.

In

contrast, the word "proverb" arrogantly implies a pithy, witty
statement of truth.
Yet Yeats in The Tower does far more than simply recast an
appropriated Blakean mythology.

"Among School Children ll shows

the mature Yeats grappling with the apparently conflicting
demands of a visionary mythological world.

Before we can explore

the poem in depth, however, the main contours of Yeats's larger
mythic paradigm must be mapped out.
Four days after Yeats's wedding day, his wife began to
channel voices from the beyond.

The voices said: "We have come

to give you metaphors for poetry" (Yeats, A Vision 8).

Yeats then

began to synthesize what the voices from beyond had said to him
with occult and miscellaneous sources from his own life into a
quasi-philosophical system of enormous scope.

The result was A

Vision, published as a limited edition in 1925 and issued again
with sUbstantial rewriting in 1937.
The book is useful primarily in understanding how Yeats
undergirds his poetry with loosely connected symbols.

As with

Blake, Yeats's language here is fundamentally communicative -only the main outlines of his system remain useful and fruitful
to summarize here.

Further meaning must be attached to the
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myth's expression in a single poem.
The historical narrative most relevant to "Among School
Children" is in the section entitled "Dove or Swan."

After

laying out the general rules of cyclical history, Yeats discusses
the period from 2000 BC to the present, beginning with "Leda and
the Swan," his classic poetic statement of the rape of Leda.
Zeus, by impregnating her, begins a 2000 year cycle of human
history.

Leda bears Helen, who causes the fall of Troy and the

death of the Greek heroes, inaugurating a new age.

To Yeats,

history after the rape of Leda is driven by the sexual vitality
of an incarnated God, who had brutally impregnated himself into
Leda and into history.
Traveller,"

This scenario echoes "The Mental

in which the male Prometheus/Christ figure

impregnates a maiden who eventually gives birth to a seductive,
sexually powerful female.
Yeats further explains in "Dove or Swan:"
I imagine the annunciation that founded Greece
as made to Leda, remembering that they showed
in a Spartan temple, strung up to the roof as
a holy relic, an unhatched egg of hers; and
that from one of her eggs came Love and from
the other War(268).
The end of the Ledaean cycle and the
occurs with the birth of Christ.

begi~ning

of the new one

Two thousand years after his

birth, we are in the happy position to see the inauguration of a
new age, dangerously described in "The Second Coming."
comments on "Dove or Swan" generally:

Whitaker

"That panorama [of western

history] was useful to Yeats as an intermediate stage between the
raw data of history and the dense symbolism of his poetry" (77) •
Having schematized the necessary mythology,
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I

would like to

take the same interpretative approach that I took with Blake.
with "Among School Children," Yeats the writer attempts
fundamentally to express a personal, highly imaginative and
idiosyncratic world-view to a public readership.

In a parallel

manner, the speaker must mediate between a specific reality,
firmly grounded in location and time, and the visions that
inspire him to ruminate upon and mythologize that reality.

As

readers, therefore, we can examine the poem on two levels -- with
or without reference to the somewhat obscure mythology that
informs and supports it.
A cursory glance over "Children" reveals similarities and
differences to "The Mental Traveller."

The syntax, although not

that of a nursery rime? contains relatively direct and clear
phrasing throughout.

The end rhyme scheme is complex, branching

from the strict ABABABCC norm of the second and third stanzas to
the more questionable near rhymes such as "plays," "taws," and
"Pythagoras" in the sixth stanza, or "betrayed," "decide" and
"head" in the fifth.
iambic pentameter.

The meter similarly strays from a baseline
All this creates the impression of a more

mature, dignified, and difficult speaker than the clear end
rhymes and quickly pronounced, bouncy rhythms of "The Mental
Traveller."

Instead of a known tale being professionally retold,

"Among School Children" is clearly the ruminations of an
individual speaking to the reader out of his direct and personal
experience.
Perhaps the most significant linguistic similarity between
this poem and Blake's is in their respective beginnings.
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Compare

Blake's first line "I wandered through a land of men" with
Yeats's

"I walk through the long schoolroom questioning."

Both lines posit a clear speaker who moves through a
particularized environment.

We get a strong sense that the

speaker's relationship to his world has been created by artistic
fiat.

From the start his individuality has a strong impact on

the poem's direction and force.

Yet the self-conscious tone of

self-examination implied by the word "questioning" and the
semicolon-sized pause afterward is briefly suspended by the
naturalistic description in the center of the stanza:
A kind old nun in a white hood replies;
The children learn to cipher and to sing,
To study reading-books and history,
To cut and sew, be neat in everything
In the best modern way(2-6)
For the moment, all questions are being answered.

Yeats's

landscape is a well-defined, well-ordered, Montessori Irish
schoolroom of the 1920's, which we can easily picture.

The last

two lines are a concise, realistic reaction by the children to
the anomaly of the speaker:
-- the children's eyes
In momentary wonder stare upon
A sixty-year-old smiling public man. (6-8)
The tableau is also a wonderful statement summarizing the
relationship between the children and the narrator, a man
concerned about the persona he projects and his relationship to
those around him.

This is Yeats's fullest and most memorable

expression relating the identity of the speaker to the poem's
social environment.
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The lines above also serve as a wonderful transition to the
world of the second stanza.

Paralleling the social reality of

the first, this world is rather formally introduced by "I dream:"
I dream of a Ledaean body, bent
Above a sinking fire, a tale that she
Told of a harsh reproof, or trivial event
That changed some childish day to tragedy
Told, and it seemed that our two natures blent
Into a sphere from youthful sympathy,
Or else, to alter Plato's parable,
Into the yolk and white of the one shell. (9-16)
In stark contrast to the first stanza, Yeats's dream world is
impressionistically drawn.

The visionary scene appears in line

eight out of nowhere and for no reason, much as the first line
admirably creates a precise and rich world in five beats.

Time

and reality are fluid, molded in turn by the memories of the
"Ledaean body" and the speaker, even as our memory keeps the
stark, intensely painted fire burning and brooding throughout the
stanza.

This private, visionary scene is set where reality is

less important than perception and expression.
The expressive priorities of the speaker become particularly
acute with the repetition of the subordinate clause introduced by
"told" -- at the end of line four, Yeats's discussion of what
actually happens climbs to an emotional high point with
"tragedy," then stalls out.

The speaker pauses for a dash, then

repeats the line, volunteering his perception of the event.

He

is then able to continue expressing himself, mythologizing his
perception still further with the next couplet.
"Plato's parable" is the myth from the Symposium about the
original division of the four-legged,
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fou~'.:"-armed,

hermaphroditic

race of man by Zeus into two separate genders, after man in his
pride attempted to overthrow the Gods.

Aristophanes likened the

separation to the yolk and white of a cooked egg.

We can assume

the interpretive perspective of a reader versed in the
traditional mythology of the west:

the speaker, currently driven

by the power of imaginative vision, uses this image to express
the oneness, sexual and otherwise, that occurred in that moment
of empathy.
On another level, however, the reference to eggs is a
continuation of the story that began in line eight with
"Ledaean."

That word is a window similar to the the second

stanza of "The Mental Traveller." We can see a poem through it
laced with Yeats's mythology.

Leda's eggs were the motive force

of a 2000 year cycle of history, the result of the incarnation of
a God's generative power.

The speaker's vision, therefore, is a

divine moment that motivates the speaker to express himself
further.
Yeats, on still another level, alludes to an image we found
in "The Mental Traveller," the mundane egg.

Borrowing Blakean

imagery, Yeats here suggests a much vaster process than any
previously offered.

His moment of emotional sympathy with Leda

literally conceived a new reality from the raw stuff of eternity.
Their "natures" serve as the paradoxical boundaries to this
infinite space.

Within the context of the poem, this new reality

is the speaker's visionary world after the loss of innocence.
The imaginative vigor of the world and its narrator contrasts
sharply with the bleakly cyclical environment of "The Mental
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Traveller."
In the third stanza the speaker attempts to integrate the
worlds of the first and second stanzas:
And thinking of that fit of grief or rage
I look upon one child or t'other there
And wonder if she stood so at that age -For even daughters of the swan can share
Something of every paddler's heritage -And had that colour upon cheek or hair, (17-22)
The speaker here is only "thinking" about his vision, as opposed
to the intense, visionary "I dream" of the second stanza.
initial vision is fading.

The

The now familiar "I look" introduces

his ruminations, which integrate the worlds of the first and
second stanzas in lines 18 and 19.

In lines 20 and 21 the

speaker offers us the first extended image operating completely
within the myth leading up to the fall of Troy.

Helen, the half-

divine daughter of Leda and the swan, also was once a cygnet,
like the children the speaker watches.

In offering us this

disconnected image at this juncture, Yeats pulls his peculiar
mythological world into the light, in order to integrate it into
the two worlds of the first two stanzas.
Yet another vision swims upward through the subconscious of
the speaker, appearing before him in its revealed power:

"And

thereupon my heart is driven wild; / She stands before me as a
living child(23-4).

Line 24, given what has gone before, is

syntactically direct and clear, and therefore forceful.

The

"She," an amalgam of Leda, Helen, Maude Gonne, and a nameless
living child, intrudes itself on the speaker's presence with the
combined force of vision and reality.
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His reaction is intense

shock, combined with an inevitable sexual desire.
The speaker begins to turn inward in the fourth stanza -the subj ect of the first line, no longer tlr," is the amalgamated
image of the speaker's feminine other:
into the mind."

"Her present image floats

The horrific female being is suggestively vague.

Swanlike because it flies, human because it has a cheek, it is a
being created from dreams, the daughter of a swan and human, a
nightmare riding on the wind:
Did Quattrocento finger fashion it
Hollow of cheek as though it drank the wind
And took a mess of shadows for its meat?
And r though never of Ledaean kind
Had pretty plumage once(26-30)
A deceleration of sorts occurs after the question.

The speaker

marginalizes his vision by nostalgically remembering his time of
beauty and sexual vitality.

As the author of his past reality

through memory, however, he fulfills a crucially generative,
expressive function.

The speaker's denial reveals to us just how

"Ledaean" his role is.
with a sudden jolt back into the world of the schoolroom,
the "smiling public man" characterizes himself as a scarecrow:
-- enough of that,
Better to smile on all that smile, and show
There is a comfortable kind of old scarecrow. (30-32)
This image, used throughout The Tower, denotes a hollow, worn out
man with little sexual vitality left.

The children who see him

are both the unwitting focus and end result of the speaker's
sexual desire.
The fifth stanza, echoing the question of the fourth,
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abandons the milieu of the visionary child-girl previously
described in order to focus on a related question.

Expressing

it, Yeats carries us further into the speaker's imaginative
ruminations, never to return to the naturalistically drawn
setting of the Montessori school.

Stemming from the lack of

self-esteem evidenced by his concern for his past "pretty
plumage," he now wonders if his life has been worthwhile.

In the

first line, however, the principal actors remain suggestively
ambiguous -What youthful mother, a shape upon her lap
Honey of generation had betrayed]
And that must sleep, shriek, struggle to escape
As recollection or the drug decide,
Would think her son, did she but see that shape
With sixty or more winters on its head,
A compensation for the pang of his birth,
Or the uncertainty of his setting forth?(33-40)
The "youthful mother" would probably be Leda; the "shape" by its
ambiguity suggests either the imaginative female amalgamation
that appears at the end of stanza three, or the outline of a
pregnant woman.

By line forty we realize this is incorrect.

The

youthful mother is the speaker's and the child is the speaker,
now sixty.

But this ambiguous comparison, however brief or

illusory, reinforces the speaker's growing identification with
his imaginative realm.

He perceives himself more ambiguously and

negatively than in the beginning -- The ego of the first line,
who has moved from a "smiling public man" to a "comfortable kind
of old scarecrow," is now a "shape / with sixty or more winters
on its head."

Yet the images of a young child being born and

learning to walk at the end of the stanza undercut the aged
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speaker's insecurity with images of new life.
The sixth stanza partially answers the somewhat rhetorical
question posed at the end of the fifth.

The speaker's

understanding of Plato's world-view turns the metaphor contained
in the parable of line 15 on its head:

"Plato thought nature but

a spume that plays / Upon a ghostly paradigm of things" (41-42) .
Nature in this sense is the ordered world of the Montessori
school, now illusory and filtered through the glass of the
speaker's imaginative perception.

But "nature" here echoes the

"natures" of line thirteen, suggesting that the reality of mental
perception is partial as well.

The next six lines are conceits,

the self-important comparisons of a narrator interested in
bolstering his self-esteem by wittily drawing on the cultural
knowledge of an educated westerner, reaffirming his own education
and expressive powers in the process.

He then cynically

dismisses his train of thought, as well as the wisdom of the
ancients, with a disgusted reaffirmation of the scarecrow
persona:

"Old clothes upon old sticks to scare a bird."

Yet he

implicitly compares himself to them -- both the speaker and the
ancients are scarecrows.

As in stanza four, the speaker's

initial assertion is subtly affirmed by the language of the
denial that follows it.
His attempt at an answer to the question posed in the fifth
stanza has failed.

In the seventh stanza he takes a different

mental tack, eventually ending in an expressive justification for
his existence:
Both nuns and mothers worship images,
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but those the candles light are not as those
That animate a mother's reveries,
But keep a marble or a bronze repose.
And yet they too break hearts(49-53)
The mother finds meaning in the worship of the idealized image of
her child -- the nun uses the icons of the Catholic faith.

Both

are idealized and emotionally static images, but they remain
compelling.

The speaker also implicitly compares the reality of

the schoolroom, associated with the nun, with his imaginative
reality, associated with the mother of stanza five.
The speaker then addresses those static images, calling them
"Presences," while he prepares for the the luminous last stanza:
-- 0 Presences
That passion, piety or affection knows,
And that all heavenly glory symbolise -o self-born mockers of man's enterprise; (53-6)
Yeats imaginatively summarizes the poem.

The speaker remembers

the "Ledaean form," which represents passion, the nun of the
first stanza, who is piety, and the "youthful mother" of the
fifth, who is affection. (Unterecker 191)

He then mythologizes

these beings into abstract images that symbolize a constellation
of related emotions.

They are "self-born" and spring whole from

the subconscious unbidden, even at inopportune moments such as
the semi-official tour of a Montessori classroom.
The two rhetorical questions in the last stanza
paradoxically answer themselves as they are being asked:
Labour is blossoming or dancing where
The body is not bruised to pleasure soul,
Nor beauty born out of its own despair,
Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil.
o chestnut tree, great rooted blossomer,
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Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
o body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance? (57-64)
"Labour" derives from the emotional and physical torments of
everyday existence, yet it is composed of the body, beauty, or
wisdom.

Its totality covers both extremes.

Yeats similarly

implies that the chestnut tree is an integrated whole -- neither
leaf, blossom or bole, the organic totality is greater than the
sum of its parts.

"Chestnut" itself is a pun referring both the

heart, or soul, and a seedling set of inward qualities that
simultaneously protects and nourishes.
The dancer and the dance, similarly, are intimately, even
sexually intertwined.

A particular sequence of movements

communicates different meanings to an audience based on the
interpretations of particular individuals.

In the same manner,

the artistic effect of anyone dancer's style is obviously
modified by the particulars of anyone choreography.

Dancer and

dance forge themselves into a new artistic oneness, the
audience's "Brightening glance."

This aesthetic union

demonstrates that the speaker has reached an imperfect and
dynamic equilibrium with the visionary and real worlds that he
inhabits.

Yet only through further expression is the speaker

able to resolve the tensions resulting from his expression.
Yet his solutions remain only questions, and these questions
ultimately bring us back to the nature of poetic expression
through metaphor.

Agent and expression, content and form, as a

dancer and a dance, create unities with each other because of the
very existence of the dichotomy between them.
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The language of

metaphor mediates dynamically across such boundaries, creating an
artistic whole with an autonomous and fluid unity.
Yeats offers us the speaker's emotionally satisfying
response to an essentially theoretical or philosophical problem.
Lotman's metaphor characterizing the intimate relationship
between aesthetic form and artistic content has a great deal of
explanatory power as well, because it demonstrates how Yeats's
dancer and dance can remain simultaneously distinct and
inseparable:
For a graphic representation of the relation
of idea and structure, we might more suitably
imagine the bond between life and the complex
biological mechanism of living tissue. Life,
the main property of a living organism, is
unthinkable outside its physical structure; it
is a function of this working system. the
literary scholar who hopes to comprehend an
idea independent of the author's system for
modeling the universe, independent of the
structure of a work of art, resembles an
idealist scholar who tries to separate life
from that concrete biological structure whose
very function is life. (12)
Lotman's metaphor can also be fruitfully extended to the
relationship between Blake and Yeats's metaphorical expression.
We abstract the concept of "Life" from the behaviors of a wide
variety of biological organisms.

Plants, insects, large mammals

and human beings all have different classes of life.

They do not

all live or perceive their lives in the same manner.
Nevertheless all have a kernel inhabiting their structure that
makes them alive.

The "Life" of Blake and Yeats's metaphorical

languages inhabits each of their poems individually.

Yet as

these languages live within us, we recognize Blake and Yeats's
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use of metaphorical language as the kernel of similarity across
their distinct poetic expressions.

NOTE
1

The question of who wrote what in the Quarich Blake is
partially answered by a short note from the margin of Yeats's
personal copy: "The writing of this book is mainly Ellis's. The
thinking is as much mine as his .... The greater part of the
'symbolic system' is my writing" (Adams 47-48). We can thus be
reasonably certain that the major insights concerning metaphor
were developed by Yeats. I take the bulk of my citations from
"The Necessity of symbolism"(l: 235-45), the introduction to the
"Symbolic system" of the above quote.
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